Find Passwords More than Twice as Fast!


Version 5.1 has a completely revamped GPU kernel, which means significantly faster password recovery using GPU computing technology. Depending on what graphics card you use, you will see speed improvement of 10%.

Version 5.1 also consistently retrieves passwords for Microsoft Office XP/2003 files after a targeted optimization of the search algorithm carried out by our developers. The results are amazing: Accent Office Password Recovery 5.1 cracks passwords over twice as fast as earlier versions, which means users get the passwords they need in the shortest possible time.

We also took pains to expand the list of graphics cards supported by Accent OFFICE Password Recovery 5.1. Now the program supports the latest 6XXX generation of ATI graphics cards, in addition to the 4XXX and 5XXX cards already supported.

By combining the latest technology with an easy-to-use interface, we’ve made Accent OFFICE Password Recovery 5.1 one of the best professional solutions for recovering lost passwords to Microsoft Office and LibreOffice files.

Licenses and Pricing
Accent OFFICE Password Recovery 5.1 is tested and guaranteed to run on all versions of MS Windows – from the classic Windows XP to the increasingly popular Windows 7. License prices depend on the number of supported graphics cards and start at $60 for a Basic license.

About Us
Passcovery Co. Ltd. is the new owner of the AccentSoft project, developer of password recovery software since 1999. Our experience has shown that large corporations, law enforcement and home users all need a fast, quality solution to the problem of lost passwords. Today, they have the Accent Password Recovery suite to make powerful password recovery look easy.

Company URL: www.passcovery.com
Product URL: www.passwordrecoverytools.com

EDITORS: We provide review copies, special offers and additional materials for all of our products on request. Contact our manager:
Olga Gladshy: olya@accentsoft.com